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“Alice and Theodore Roosevelt: more than just a conflict.” 

 Alice Roosevelt Longworth was Theodore Roosevelt’s daughter from his first marriage with 

Alice Lee. As a child, she spent her first years with Theodore’s sister Anna, but at the age of three, 

when her father married Edith Carow, she was introduced to a new family, where nobody ever 

spoke about her mother and where she felt unwelcomed. Thus, she “grew up a virtual orphan in a 

clannish family,”  and this family situation significantly affected her life, especially childhood and 1

adolescence, in a way that she defined “awfully bad psychologically.”  What she missed the most, 2

and caused the biggest problem in her emotional life, was her father’s love and attention. “She was 

plagued by self-doubt and a haunting sense that she never compared favorably to her siblings or her 

girlfriends,”  especially her cousin Eleanor Roosevelt, “whom TR told Alice more than once to 3

emulate.”  Therefore, the father-daughter relationship between Alice and Theodore was really 4

complex: “The subtle dynamics of Theodore’s lingering guilt over his remarriage, Alice’s fear of 

abandonment, and Edith’s distant mothering made [their] relationship precarious.”  As a result, 5

when she was older, Alice reacted with a “self-protective armor” that characterized her adolescence 

and young adulthood with rebelliousness and disdain towards her father and stepmother.  As she 6

declared once in an interview, “I became resistant, contrary, and I tried to be conspicuous.”  She 7

started smoking on top of the White House roof -being the first American woman who smoke 
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openly- gambling, flirting with wealthy young men, and going to horse shows and parties until late 

at night.  However, beyond the mask of rebelliousness, there is a Alice Roosevelt who deeply loved 8

her father. Thus, the relationship between the two was more than just a conflict, and despite the 

apparent anger and frustration for her father that Alice showed in her early life, it is clear that she 

loved, understood and admired Theodore.  

 Even though she felt abandoned and not loved enough by TR, Alice understood why he was 

so detached and she showed compassion toward and comprehension of him. When Alice was living 

with Auntie Bye, Theodore considered the idea of leaving Alice with her forever, in order not to 

remind Edith of his first marriage, and overwhelm her with a child from the start of their marital 

life. Or probably, TR did not wanted Alice around, because she reminded him of his first wife.  9

Alice first reacted negatively, feeling depressed and guilty, but later on she explained,  

My father obviously didn’t want the symbol of his infidelity around. His two infidelities, in 
fact: infidelity to my stepmother by marrying my mother first, and to my mother by going 
back to my stepmother after she died.   10

With this sentence, Alice showed understanding toward his father and his Victorian moral values. 

Moreover, with regard to the fact that TR never mentioned Alice’s mother, Alice at first blamed him 

and curried intense pain, but when she was an adult, she said, “He obviously felt tremendously 

guilty about remarrying because of the concept that you loved only once and you never loved 

again.”  And once again, she showed compassion. Finally, during her adolescence Alice felt less 11

loved than her siblings, and she blamed Edith and Theodore. But in her diary in 1903, she tried to 
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change perspective on the matter, and she wrote, “If I don’t care overmuch for him and don’t take 

an interest in the things he likes, why should he pay attention to me,” showing her openness and 

love for her father.  Therefore, despite her disappointment with Theodore’s attitude toward her 12

when she was young, Alice justified him and put herself in his shoes to understand his motives. In 

doing so, she showed her love for her father and her willingness to improve their relationship. 

 In addition, even though she showed her desire to leave her family, she always came back to 

be present in the Roosevelt family life and in her father political life. Long after her husband, Nick 

Longworth, died, she admitted, “One of the reasons I married was because I felt I had to get away 

from the White House and my family. I didn’t want to stay there. I wanted a place of my own.”  13

However, she kept seeing her family even after the marriage, indicating that, despite the conflict, 

she never desired a complete separation from her father. Indeed, she said,  

But as soon as I had a house of my own, I began to realize that I had a particularly pleasant 
family […] Having become removed from them by marriage, I became aware of how 
delightful families are, of what good time they can have together. So, late every afternoon, I 
went over to see them for an hour.   14

Furthermore, her marriage did not prevent her from supporting her father in his political career. For 

example, in 1908 she secretly wished that “something would happen and that Father would be 

renominated. [Because she felt] that the prospect of those great times coming to an end was 

something to be regretted.”  This shows that she always wished the best for her father and she 15

knew, in the depth of her heart, what her father secretly desired. Alice’s attitude and love for TR 

was clear also in 1912 during Theodore’s campaign for the presidency. She “was devoted to her 
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father’s cause, and Nick had finally decided to run for reelection and support Taft,” and this caused 

many arguments between the two.  Nevertheless, “all spring she was obsessed with her father’s 16

campaign. She read ten newspapers a day and kept on the phone to the campaign and the family. 

[…] She found herself defending TR again and again at embassy receptions.”  Thus, despite the 17

political conflict between Nick and Theodore, Alice decided to support her father. Her choice to 

prefer the family, which at first she criticized, to her marriage, which at first she saw as a solution to 

evade family life, indicates her love, affection, and support for TR. 

 Finally, she was aware of and accepted Theodore’s limits and weaknesses, showing that she 

truly knew and loved her father. When in an interview she was asked if she had a hero, she 

answered, “I feel devoted to my father, but he is not exactly a hero. I often criticize him myself.”  18

For example, she recognized TR’s egotism and she observed that, “All personal and emotional 

interest centered on my father. He was always right.”  She called him “one of the greatest experts 19

in publicity there ever was,”  and quipped that he had to be the bride at every wedding, the baby at 20

every christening, and the corpse at every funeral.  Nonetheless, she admired him and, even though 21

unconsciously, she used him as a model and she acted in the same way, becoming a worldly known 

celebrity. Despite her criticism for TR’s egotism, Alice contributed to the memory and fame of her 

father after his death. She was in fact very involved in the monuments created to honor and 
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remember him: “Alice never stopped adoring [her] father. [And] kept [her] father’s spirit alive. 

Alice wrote crotchety memories about family life which still testified to her ambivalent but 

passionate devotion to her father.”  Moreover, she was aware that Theodore believed in Victorian 22

moral values, and she criticized them, but this fact did not prevent her from establishing a good 

relationship with him when she was an adult. Once Alice complained about TR’s theory of race 

suicide and she said that, “It was my father’s attitude to Large Families, The Purity of Womanhood 

and the Sanctity of Marriage which humiliated, shamed and embarrassed me.”  However, when she 23

was considering abortion and divorce from Nick, she decided to follow TR’s traditional values. 

Thus, even though she was a rebellious adolescent who was against her father’s conservativeness in 

moral matters, she understood that the Roosevelt family was not ready for divorce and abortion at 

that time, and she accepted her father’s point of view.  

 By analyzing Alice’s life and attitude toward TR, it is clear that their relationship was more 

than just a conflict. It is true that, during her adolescence, Alice suffered from depression and 

blamed her father for it, because he was often absent and he never mentioned her mother. And it is 

also true that she reacted with rebelliousness and resistance, creating as many problems as she could 

for her father. At the same time, however, Alice was able to go beyond this conflict and create a 

strong, deep relationship with her father during her adulthood. When she grew up, in fact, she 

understood many of TR’s points, and, although she criticized him, she did it in an objective way and 

she learned from him. Above all, thanks to her father, she was introduced in the political scene that 

she never abandoned completely. As she wrote in her autobiography, when she went with her father 

to Chicago in 1908, “It was my first convention, and gave me a taste for that form of entertainment 
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that I do not think I shall ever get over.”  Thus, the image of Theodore Roosevelt that we have 24

from Alice’s life and stories is the image of an often-absent father, who, as every human being, had 

some defects, but from whom Alice learned a lot, as a person, wife, mother, and political-public 

figure.  
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